WSZF Agenda
January 29-January 31, 2016

Thursday arrivals:
Dinner and outside meeting trip to San Francisco Reservations/Seat required
Friday:
9:00am-11:00am California Collaboration Meeting
12:00-12:45
Introductions & Covering Agenda
1:00PM-3:15PM Ice Breaker and Reports/ Please post no later than 1/26/16 we will be only be
Discussing highlights and doing a Q/A discussion session.
3:30-4:30PM

Working Group updates

4:45 PM-6:00PM Workshop TBD (Presentation Basics: How to make effective CAR/CAT presentations)
6:00PM-7:30PM Dinner Break
7:30PM-8:45PM Workshop TBD (Creating Effective Leadership: Finding and grooming RCM’s)
9:00-10:15PM

Saturday
8:00am-Noon

1:00PM-6 PM

What’s Hot Progressive Roundtables RDA’s
Resource Pool for RD’s leaving

NAWS Updates and CAR
Boxed lunches to be provided (Ham, Turkey or Veggie)
NAWS –CAR/CAT Workshops

7:00PM-9:00PM Catered Dinner and meeting
Sunday
8:00am-10:00am Wrap Up /Zonal time line /2017 WSZF
10:00AM-Noon Working Group changes/ Guidelines/ Next WSZF

California Collaboration
NorCal:
Region is excited
State Capital is in Nor Cal
No Negative Feedback
Sharing Powerpoints/Best practice
mid-State:
Website direct to another website.
Informational place. It’s just a link through to the other websites. Want to avoid having
a website that has really bad/old information.
Mid-State is putting in $200 if there is some accountability.
What are we getting out of it.
PR use, making it easy to find us.
Simple enough for anyone to use.
Sierra Sage:
Boarders Nor Cal
No Drawback
Need $200, not a problem but need to know how its going to be used.
Challenge because of being in two different states
Art – So Cal
At last rountable decided to do something formally.
People got tasks
So Cal has the ability to make this happen
Member is coming to do a presentation of an idea of the website tomorrow.
San Diego Imperial:
Part Don looked into was how to host it and the domain name itself. CA.NA.org,
Suggested.
NA.org is owned by NAWS
CA-NA.org, NA-CA.org
Blue Something for hosting, didn’t catch the cost
Reason was to give professionals one place through-out the state.
Eliminate the problems such as a booth needed in San Diego but they contacted NorCal
An intermediate body in Nor Cal.

Art: What should it be?
For Professionals
Collaboration between regions to share Best Practices in the State of California

So-Cal’s website password is willingness
Are we all doing the same thing or are we all different? A place where its all at.
James: Who would determine what the best practices are and who would maintain it.
Michelle: We need to decide the direction we want to go and how we are going to get there.
RD from San Diego: Two things to discuss. Hosting, and Insurance was given to them.
Website, PR Purpose is the main thing
Rex: Central California
In Support of the website
Need to start putting on it.
San Diego
Nor Cal
So Cal
Sierra Sage
Central Cal
Mid-State
CIRCNA – Has not discussed at all.
Art: Need to meet at a certain time tomorrow for the presentation of the sample website.
Question came up. Why not have this on NA.ORG?
Discussion on this. Why would we? Put the map on na.org
Have it for the entire world on the NA.org
That one thing probably could be handled that way, but there are other things.
If we had that ability.
Keeping our meeting stuff updated online is a priority.
California NA cards to give out to professionals. So someone would get in touch with us.
A link on NA.org to get to the California website would be great. Go to the domain name.
Easy to use landing page to make it easy to contact NA.
Slightly unique for the United States. Don’t think it should be on Worlds shoulders. Don’t bring
in the idea of State representation, just collaboration.
Effectiveness of finding the site is critical. Google searching is important. How will the
professionals.

RD Arizona
they set up a Professional page for the PR presentations, booths, etc to reach out to.
Content management – Make it easy.
Arizona-NA.info
Remember this all started with the discussion that was happening in Texas about doing this.
SO DECISIONS:
Move forward, take a look at what’s been created tomorrow
Number on priority is to get this in the hands of professionals, how to contact PR groups.
Mechanisms will be done by links.
CONCERNS:
Who’s going to be the SPOA, Single Point of Accountability.
Who’s going to manage it
Who’s going to be responsible for it
How is it going to be interacted with NA.org?
What other type of content is still to be decided?
INSURANCE
Insurance companies, collaborated with ART. Philadelphia Insurance, Sonia Sota, Mission Viejo.
Policy for the state. Ballpark price, 6,000 meetings total. Does put the cost on meetings but on
the offices and size of the offices. $1,000,000 policy. Up to $2,000,000
So Cal: $1800 a year. Unlimited meeting coverages, under two hundred people at an event. GL
policy, does it cover the inventory in the offices, does not cover it.
How many meetings? how many special events do you need a rider for?

Number of members needed?
Mid-State: $8,000 for them. Very skeptical but excited if its real. Covers the facility, falls, slips,
etc.
Sierra Sage: No physical location. Not sure about including meetings in Nevada.
Lots of variables still need to be looked at.
So Cal charges $25 for proof of insurance for events, same as Nor Cal.
SoCal is dealing directly with an agent. She’ll bring an agent in to help out with the umbrella
rider.

Would an address suffice? Not a physical location, would that be enough. Regional meeting
rotates each month.
It would overwhelm them to receive requests from all over California.
CIRCNA: $2,700 for 244 meetings and 36 events. Not the convention.
Exclusions really gives you insights into the policy.
Michelle is concerned about apples to apples?
Additional Person is included in the price quoted.
Interest in this and concerns:
NEEDS FOR THE QUOTE:
Office addresses and dimensions.
List of any larger events, event info, including venue and approximate number of attendees
Estimate of number of meetings per region (she said per location)
When is everyone’s policies up for renewal.
If he gets the information right away he could have a quote to the provide at the conference.
Here’s the email from the insurance person.
Hello Don,
It was nice speaking with you today again. I still haven’t heard back from the UW yet on adding the other
offices and CA meetings exposure to the current policy. Once I do I will let you know.
In order to possibly add we would need the following information.
New office addresses along with the office square footage information.
A list of the larger events with the event info including venue and # of attendees.
An estimate of # of meetings per location.
Thank you,
Sonya M. Sato, CISR
Senior Account Executive – Renewals
CA License #0F51469
Philadelphia Insurance Companies
A Member of the Tokio Marine Group

27101 Puerta Real, Suite 200
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
Direct Dial: 949.330.2390
E-FAX: 866.736.8905
ThinkPHLY.com – Find out why you should ThinkPHLY first

QUESTIONS/SUGGESTIONS:
Suggestion to look at the current regional policies to compare how they are different.

Could the policy be established so its based on a calendar year? Or set up a rider that is
prorated.
Would it be a problem that there are separate corporations under one policy?
Absolutely need to look at the exclusions.
Who would be the SPOA for the Insurance Company? How would this be managing?
Someone would have to read the policy and compare it.
Area service offices as well, which are separate corporations too.
What about the regions and areas that don’t have corporate status, will that mess things up?
Abuse and molestations on the policy? Specifically, with kids.
WSLD talked about creating a discussion tool just for California Collaboration
Conversation about communication. Google group discussion group. Record of what’s been
discussed. Use the google group to keep notes on so that new AD/RDs can get caught up and be
ready to participate.
Opening it up to everyone now? Who will manage it? Who should send the link? Dave believes
it should to everyone for discussion.
Sierra Sage, So Cal, Mid-State, NorCal, Central Cal, CIRCNA, San Diego
Should we include the whole WSZF?
Discussion around this?
Project based discussion. Michelle explained how she uses for work. This is a tool for the
projects. Project based is you do some work, share your work and then everyone else could
share their input.
How about using the WSZF sharing forum and just put in a California Collaboration?
The info we have is that it’s pretty cool?
This seems like an opportunity to try new things and new ideas. This seems like a great
opportunity to collaborate between meetings and will serve as a learning experience for others
as well.
World Services has discussed have a web meeting about having statewide collaborations. That
could be a great place to share what’s worked, what’s not worked, ideas and concerns.

DECISION:
Why not invite the California RDs/Ads and if anyone else requests to join we’ll let them?
Seemed to be a group conscience.
Google is a different mechanism and will stay with that.

Final Discussion about this whole California Process:
How are we going to be accountable for the whole thing, the California Collaboration? All the
various discussions.
Mark suggested that they already have a workgroup for California Regions made up of the
Regional Delegates. 12 people on the workgroup between the RDs and Alternates.
Only concern is RDs leaving. As far as people rolling out, would they stay on to continue
working on the projects happening? Don’t necessarily need to roll off just because your term is
over.
Will the google groups stay with NorCal Regions google tool? Will Michelle stay as the
administer? Michelle said she is willing to stay on to make sure it stays rolling.
Art said he’s willing to take on the administrator of the google group and would be willing to
stay on as the task manager.
So will it be Michelle or Art?
Suggestion: Project-based.
IDEA: Use the GOOGLE GROUP to keep these projects going. Keep the point people even if they
roll off their positions. Use the RDs to continue to communicate to the regions.
Sierra Sage: Project Planning, timelines, deadlines and succession planning needs to be decided.
Dave: How about forming a smaller workgroup to come up with some suggestions for a
beginning structure for the California Collaboration? This question is not ready to be decided by
the group.
Is this necessary at this point?
When we start talking about money they are going to want more accountability?
Project Planning, timelines and deadlines to keep on track?
Answer the question, who does the check go to?
Google Group – Everyone will be a part of that group.
Subject Matter Expert/Point People:
Michelle – Google Group California Collaboration tool
Don – Insurance, getting quote, need to get the information to Don (San Diego).
Art – Web, will be getting a presentation tomorrow. Have commitment from five of the six
regions.
Don Suggestion: Dave, Clif and Rex head up a micro workgroup?

Travis had a suggestion to set a deadline on when the work should be done.
Dave: Who will be workgroup leader?
Meet tomorrow at Noon and have the end of the discussion tomorrow. Yes!

1/31/16 BUSINESS MEETING WESTERN ZONAL FORUM
YAHOO WEBBING
STEPHEN S/ARIZONA/IS WILLING TO DO IT.
ZONAL TIME-LINE
EMAIL ADDRESS IS THERE. WHOEVER DOES THE NEXT YEARS HOST-THIS IS A WORKING DOCUMENT.
NEXT MEETING:
In Phoenix: Feb week 23/24/25. Phoenix will host. Question do we want to open up Sat for local
fellowship?

MISSION STATEMENT: KEY WORDS: COLLABORATE COMMUNICATE PLAN TRAIN
MEMBER REGIONS COLLABORATE, COMMUNICATE, TRAIN AND PLAN TO CARRY OUT OUR PRIMARY
PURPOSE.
Discussion about minutes, and what do we do with them: Michelle understood the host was
responsible to have secretary/minutes to go to host who then would distribute them. Copy of
minutes to be emailed to SoCal. For this cycle Michelle will take care of getting the minutes moved
forward.
SoCal is happy to continue hosting the Zonal Forum site (they have a server.)
WSC
For 2017, do we want to have open to the fellowship sessions: Nail down agenda for Zonal
Conference in 2017. Typically at WSC we get together for support/anybody need help.
Anybody who hasn’t been to WSC: get your technology together: download your CAR/CAT and have
it available on your laptop. Make sure your electronics are charged, charger works. Work closely with
your RD. TIP: tables are narrow, you don’t have room for a laptop and a binder. Go with an open
mind, use your resources.
Theres a starbucks in lobby (that doesn’t take starbuck cards) Whole foods is 4 blocks away. Theres a
mall across the street. If you have a medical issue/medical concerns communicate those needs.
Elaine in WSO for questions about refridgerators/hotel/flights.
Helpful to sit next to people from our zone: learning from each other/using relationships. Go on
Na.org to see previous information from previous conferences. Ask questions. Conference can get
intense: enjoy your time. Meeting by the fountain in the morning. Local fellowship makes themselves
available. Southern California members will help: Christine and Art are from local area and will
happily assist.
Sunday night is the “light” night. Getting together can be discussed on the yahoo group to nail down a
plan.

Zonal Video: Rex.R@att.net Has someone who can do the video. Request on the video please allow
enough time for us to look at it before it is presented at the conference. Send some pictures to Rex by
2/15 to put it together for review.

WORKING GROUP CHANGES AND GUIDELINES:
2 WORKING GROUPS: MISSION STATEMENT (DONE)
Planning cycle workgroup: As far as we got was a scan. We need to start with the scan. Hosting would
select the topic. We want to start fellowship development. Workgroup met/for conference and nonconference year. For non-conference years, hold a local fellowship development: up to local fellowship
(hosting fellowship) to determine what the local needs were. Suggestion for non-conference years have
a workshop on an IDT. Workshop participants were: Ira, Lisa, Don. Volunteering Don ,Rex, George,
Tina, Eric, Julie. The planning cycle workgroup: idea need to scan where to go forward: what results of
the SCAN to find out what a body wants. In order to offer services planning needs to occur during the
cycle. Please do the SCAN for your region (one per region,) and bring to the Conference; Better to do it,
fill it out and send in before the Conference. The results of the last meeting were downloaded to yahoo
groups (a pdf file) Previously work was done on what is the role of Zones, brainstormed the ideas, which
were put up on posters around the room. Steve and Cliff will formulate a pdf form which you can fill out,
by next week-end
GUIDELINES: suggest small workgroup to review the guidelines; starting point to review them and
remove what isn’t relevant. Member regions need updated: remove Southern Idaho, add Alaska (been
here since 2008.) Cliff will make this change. At Conference a workgroup will be formulated to work on
the guidelines. Eric will send in the changes as the point of contact.
WSLD: ANYBODY INTERESTED IN MEETING AT WSLD-INFORMALLY. SOME RDs are not be supported by
their region to attend WSLD.
Participants were asked to share their input on this Regional Forum; we went around the table, the
following was the results:
Starting Friday AM: Was a positive experience to meet early: Arriving early was positive, yes more cost,
but time well spent. Appreciate what happened here. Having observers was good. Started a little
chaotic but see we got much done. Appreciate that host took us to a local meeting; a local meeting is
very valuable. Liked the expanded, extra day. Appreciated the California Collaborative. Friday night
people were tired. Agree loved the local meeting. I got much to apply when I return home. Been fuzzy
about the role of zones, but found it positive, hearing the point of view from other regions. Appreciated
a feeling this was an important place to be. I didn’t’ mind the noon start on Friday. Observors- loved
the ability for the RDs to be able to get our questions answered; yet there is value for observors to ask
questions as well. Seeing the fruition of our work last time come here. Weekend went well, thank you
to NorCal Hosts. Starting the weekend out with dinner and meeting. We need to allow the RD/AD time
to clarify things. I think it would be good for a workshop on what is a zone for WSLD. Thank Northern
Cal for hosting-had a wonderful time at dinner and meeting. Thank you to the facilitators for a great job
and thank you for NAWS for your participation and input. Look forward to helping each other at the
Conference. I would like to see doing more-doing some things in between face-to-face: projects things

we are working on. Seeing each other, meeting, communicating more. The observer participation was
great, having it toward the end worked well. Facilitators did such a great job keeping us focused-why
we were able to accomplish so much work here-thank you. This will be my last time here and it has been
a tremendous plus for my recovery. This is my first time here- I have looked forward to being here. I
have a passion for NA and a passion to be prepared. I want to get educated and be able to hit the
ground running-this weekend has been a help for that. I feel this has contributed to this preparation
and education for me and that I have support here. I feel we have a chance here to be leaders. Nonparticipants participation: liked the way to have separate time for them to contribute. I would like the
collaborative effort to do a zonal workshop at WSLD (or any other event.) I liked the early start on
Friday; flying in made it a long day, but it was worth it. Like the way the CAR/CAT was presented. Thank
you to the facilitators. We are relatively new to this zone. My chances to collaborate has been
beneficial- I get so much from coming here. The facilitation kept us on point. Thank you for World
coming here. If I only attended the conference, I would not have been able to understand- this helped
me be able to be up to speed. Non-participants being involved was great, and think we should continue
this. I liked the way it was formatted. We might want to request one or more sessions at WSLD to
inform people about zones. I loved the Friday addition to this. We didn’t get the chance to discuss best
practices. My experience from a few years ago to what occurred here was excellent; feeling purposeful.
The proudest thing I think is the California Collaborative that is going on, and could be a model to other
places. Feeling prepared to attend the conference is huge and takes some time to get a grasp. Thanks
for Northern California for hosting. Attending the forum I find it important to be able to bring back
information to my region. I have seen we have come a long way and I take much back to my region. I
appreciate what California has done to lead the way, especially at this Forum. I always appreciate the
World Board and bringing us information. What a wonderful event and I like the things we are doing. I
thank Michelle and Northern California Region- using information from last zonal forum to set our
agenda. I like we opened it up to the fellowship and think we should continue. Facilittors were
awesome and kept us moving and did it in a way that was positive. Thank the California Collaboration
great we are moving forward. WSLD: I think it would be important to educate people on the zones. This
would be a great opportunity. I want to thank the new Ads for participating. Continue to ask questions
and participate. I think it was great starting earlier on Friday. Thank you NAWS for coming. The
formatting of the CAT is going to make it easier to present. Thank you for broadening my base which
brings my point of freedom higher. Thank you for helping me. I think it was good for non-participants
to be able to participate during a scheduled time. Glad we accomplished some thing. I feel like the
world was more responsive to the fellowship as evidenced by how the motions were worded. Think its
important for Arizona to pick good facilitators and have a clear agenda. Having strong facilitators
changes everything. It felt safe, was heard, willing to bring us up to speed to understand what was going
on. Having World here was priceless. Having participation from local participants was great, it was good
to have it timed. Having time to speak was good, but also a workshop specifically for them would be
good. This was a fine finale- the host committee: wouldn’t expect anything less from Northern Ca. I
appreciated the Q&A with NAWS. I see great things for the future from the zonal forum. I see this as a
room full of heroes, mentors, friends. This was wonderful. I look forward to this level of service. Feel it
is a priviledge to be here..it opened up my brain and writing a lot of notes ideas just coming. We need
to change how our family/home members are viewing the WSO. We need to educate when we get back
home. We need to work and get rid of the ugly stigma/negative view. We are a family; it is not us and
them. This has been really good- the faciltators were great in steering us in the direction we needed to

go. I learn so much I can take back to my region. I have developed relationships here, I know who to go
to for help. This is a very valuable place to develop comaradarie. This was great and the facilitation was
great; what we have done with the zone is great. You can’t put a price on this type of service.

Regional Reports – Discussion
Working Group Updates
Future Structure of the Zonal Forum - Lisa from Oregon – Questions for your regions
consideration and a part for the delegates to answer yourself. Would your region be interested
in participating in Hotel Contracts, such as with Marriott?
Workgroup on updating the Mission Statement/Vision for the WSZF -Steven – Floated emails,
not a lot of participation. What we want to be as opposed to what we are right now.
Suggestion to relook at it from that standpoint.

The new Statement and Mission that went out to the group:
WSZF Purpose Statement
The Western States Zonal Forum is a service-oriented sharing session that joins the regions of
the Western States Zone to collectively share our service challenges and share our solutions to
challenges through annual meetings and ongoing communication. The Forum provides training
opportunities to benefit zonal and local members and their service bodies. The interaction and
collaboration exchange with NAWS and the World Board serves our body and helps us prepare
for the WSC and supports Fellowship development.
Discussion on what we’re doing and why? Discussion on the workshop that happened on what
we want to be and where we are going. This was a long session on this last year and we
probably shouldn’t re-invent the wheel.
Lisa (Oregon) has the scan workgroup, discussion on the use of NA funds for the zonal forum
and without tangible benefits. There are a lot of intangible benefits.
Express a vote of confidence and put up the purpose up on the website. Consensus to do this or
drop it? Consensus on this. Will go up on the website.
The Western States Zonal Forum Mission Draft: create open exchange service body which is
responsible to its member regions for its serves and to carry forward in service “no addict die
from the horrors of drug addiction”.
Hands on who wants to be involved: Lisa suggested doing this on Sunday we have a two-hour
session to talk about the workgroups and apart of that time we’ll do some scanning and put
some information up there.
Probably should start out on Sunday describing what is the Vision, Mission and Purpose.

How does this get up to the NA-Today.org for the WSZF website? Michelle’s task was to create
a timeline of the hosting responsibilities. The email address is on the timeline that she created.
Julie will get it changed on the website.

FUTURE OF THE WSC
Challenges to having the discussion
DEEP History about the issue about the Future of the WSC.
• Varying levels of understanding of the core issues of what is needing to be discussed.
• Having to spend a lot of time on the background of where we are coming from? Serious
issue with continuity, new RCMs, new GSRs, etc. Having to spend a lot of time even
explaining world services.
• Don’t even know what a CAR is or the CBDM
• History of the Yes/No votes, Roberts Rules of Order.
Collecting a regional conscience not just collecting a vote?
• Getting members to understand a new way to think/workshop.
• Not willing to delegate, we don’t want you to exercise judgement.
Members with strong opinions.
Mistrust, what is really going on?
• Perspective that the World Board is taking over. NAWs against us.
Apathy/Not caring/not knowing/don’t need to know:
• Only care about how it impacts them staying clean and politics? If you don’t understand
you don’t care and if you don’t care you aren’t motivated.
• Members and entire groups that simply don’t care.
• Why the hell are you even asking me that?
If it’s not broke don’t fix it thought process.
• Trying to get the localized perception problem overcome. Why do I need to discuss this,
how does it apply to me?
Small Group Discussion
Table One: Distrust in NAWS
Problems:
Dominant personalities
Closed minds
WB perception of taking over
BB controversy
CAR ineffective/ motions change
Us mentality
“Dissention Derails Discussion”
Solutions
Train strong facilitators
Become informed
Education
Promote unity

Give opportunity to not show up

Table Two: If it doesn’t affect me, why should I are?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Imagine 136 people (or 220+) at ASC trying to have a discussion or make a decision
Give real scenarios for direction we are going
It is about we not me. You are a part of.
Because an inmate can write to NAWS and receive a book (that’s why you should care)
Delegate team to inform and members’ responsibility to participate, for delegation in
our service structure to work.
If I don’t care, decisions will be made without me (no voice)
Eventually it will affect you. Participate in change.

Table Three: Feedback from those who have already done the workshop
•
•
•

People who don’t understand just don’t want to change.
“What do you think we should do” is/should be the most important discussion
Do “The Future of…” video first before the CAR workshop lest you end up facing a room
full of glazed looks.
• One hour for this workshop total; ½ hour – 45 minutes should suffice.
Questions related to the issues themselves (not the workshop facilitation of) that came up in
the discussion:
• How are we gonna be repped efficiently with a smaller conference?
• What is a sustainable size of the WSC?

Table Four: Mistrust
•

Digging for the core issue of their opposition
o Ask: What is your solution?
o Involve them in the discussion

•

Giving a face to NAWS and what they do
o Show FD & PR videos

•

Re. Baby Blue: Explain that people buy the $11.55 book instead of the baby blue
because they want to be a part of forwarding the message by supporting
FD/translations efforts

•

Invite disruptive/loud/anti-region, -NAWS, -ASC voices to put on the workshops &
present the other side of issues

•

Start with a non-controversial workshop like Building Strong Home Groups, then move
into controversial issues and when issues arise, remind the body of principles THEY
came up with in the previous session.

•

Involve/Pace/Lead

ZONESOF

Russian Zonal Forum

• Chair, Vice Chair (Secretary),

Treasurer, Literature
Translation Coordinator,
Literature Distribution
Coordinator, PR Coordinator,
H&I Coordinator
• Positions are funded by Zone.
• Literature distribution
surcharge and RSC
contributions fund the Zone.
•Yearly budget: $8,000

Locations, Elected Trusted Servants, Zonal Funding,
Fund Flow, Budgets (in US $), and Roles/Services
(Draft: based upon information provided by the Zones in October 2015)

European Delegates Meetings

Fun Fact:
All Zones use
some form of
Consensus Based
Decision Making

No Zone attended
Canadian Assembly

• Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary,

National Convention Resource
Coordinator, three FD team
members
• Positions are funded by Zone.
Subsidies are available for RDs.
• Profits from convention and RSC
contributions fund the Zone.

• Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary, Vice

Secretary, Treasurer, Vice Treasurer,
Fellowship Development Chair, Vice
Fellowship Development Chair, Media
Coordinator
• Positions are funded by Zone.
Subsidies are available for RDs.
• Profits from convention and RSC
contributions fund the Zone.

Afri-Can Zonal Forum

North East Zonal Forum

• No elected positions. Hosting

RSC provides Facilitator and
an RD is Secretary.
• Positions are not funded by
Zone.
• Host RSC covers expenses of
meeting. RSCs share costs of
website.

RD of hosting Region (for
planning)
• Positions are not funded by
Zone if held by RDs.
• Host RSC covers expenses of
meeting. RSCs contribute if a
position is held by a non-RD.

Midwest Zonal Forum

• 2 Co-Facilitators, Secretary,

Treasurer, Webservant
• Positions are partially
funded.
• RSC contributions fund the
Zone.
• Yearly budget: $900

Southern Zonal Forum

• Facilitator, Secretary, Treasurer
• Positions are funded by Zone.
• RSC contributions, t-shirt

Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum

• No elected positions. Hosting RSC

Plains States Zonal Forum

• Facilitator, Secretary, Treasurer,

Webservant, PR Coordinator

provides Facilitator and Recorder.

sales, and registration fees
fund the Zone.
• Yearly budget: $2,000

• Positions are not funded by Zone.
• Host RSC covers expenses of meeting.

• Positions are not funded by

Zone.
• Occasional contributions from
Members/Groups/ASC/RSC.
Mostly funded through
raffles/auctions at meeting.
• Yearly budget: $650

RD = Regional Delegate
RSC = Regional Service Conference
ASC = Area Service Committee
PR = Public Relations

are funded
• All zonal expenses funded
by NAWS.

• Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary,

Autonomy Zonal Forum

Key

• Co-Chairs
• Trusted servant positions

• Two facilitators (elected by RDs)
• Positions are not funded by Zone.
• RSCs share costs.

from convention and RSC
contributions fund the Zone.

Asia Pacific Forum

• Chair, Secretary, Treasurer,

Brazilian Zonal Forum

• Chair, Secretary, Treasurer, PR

Western States Zonal Forum

Southeast Zonal Forum

Latin American Zonal Forum

• Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary, Treasurer
• Positions are funded by Zone. Profits

• No elected positions. Hosting RSC

provides Facilitator and Recorder.

• Positions are not funded by Zone.
• Host RSC covers expenses of

meeting.

Coordinator, Translation Coordinator,
Convention Coordinator, National
Service Forum Coordinator
• Positions are funded by Zone.
• Profits from events and RSC
contributions fund the Zone.
• Yearly budget: $13,000

Draft of zonal map based upon information provided by the Zones in October 2015

Fellowship Development Chair,
Merchandise Contact, Newsletter
Contact, Webservant
• Chair, Secretary, Treasurer, and FD
Chair are funded by the Zone.
Subsidies are available for RDs.
• Contributions from local NA
communities, RSCs, and
fundraising fund the Zone.
•Yearly budget: $22,000–$25,000

Communication
Conference Agenda Report (CAR)/
Conference Approval Track (CAT) Workshops
Convention
Fellowship Development
Human Resource Panel
Literature Distribution
Mentoring/Peer Support
News Bulletin
Phoneline
Planning
Public Relations
Resource Sharing
Translations
Website
Workshops

